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Abstract—Traffic shifting based load balancing (LB) schemes 
reduce the load of the hot-spot base station (BS), by shifting its 
traffic to its less-loaded neighbouring cells, called partners. 
Under the condition of multiple hot-spot BSs shifting traffic to 
one partner, this partner becomes a public partner. In 
conventional LB schemes, each hot-spot BS makes its traffic 
shifting decision independently. This could result in the public 
partner becoming heavily loaded, which is defined as the 
“aggravating load” problem in this paper. The aggravating load 
problem increases the call blocking probability of the public 
partner and might lead to LB handover failure. This paper 
proposes a cooperative LB scheme, which is composed of a 
relative load response model for solving the aggravating load 
problem, and a relative load based traffic shifting mechanism. 
Simulation results show the proposed cooperative LB scheme can 
mitigate the aggravating load problem and keep LB handover 
failure rate at low level. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
Spectrum shortage and the uneven distribution of load have 

become significant challenges in future Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) LTE/LTE-A networks. 
This is due to the rapid development of services and the 
mobility of users. Load balancing (LB) techniques have 
received increasing attention to deal with these challenges [1].  

Generally, there are two categories of LB: schemes based on 
borrowing idle channels from neighbouring less-loaded cells, 
or alternatively shifting the hot-spot cell’s excess load to 
neighbouring cells. Because the full frequency reuse in 
OFDMA networks leaves little space for channel borrowing [2] 
[3], LB schemes in OFDMA networks are always based on 
traffic shifting, such as geographic LB and mobility load 
balancing (MLB). Geographic LB is used to optimise the 
phased-array antenna to control the coverage of the hot-spot 
cell and its neighbouring cells [4]. In MLB [1] [5]-[8], the hot-
spot cell can automatically adjust the cell-specific handover 
offsets, and then cell-edge users will be shifted to neighbouring 
cells. Essentially, traffic shifting based LB schemes consist of 
two steps: firstly, the hot-spot cell selects suitable neighbouring 
cells as partners; secondly, the hot-spot cell offloads load at the 
expense of increased load for its partners. If multiple hot-spot 

cells shift their traffic to the same one partner cell, this partner 
might become heavily loaded, as shown in Fig.1. 

In Fig.1, the two hot-spot cells offload traffic to the lightly 
loaded public partner, BS3. A public partner is defined as a 
cell receiving the traffic from multiple hot-spot cells 
simultaneously. In Fig.1, the shifting traffic from each hot-spot 
cell is moderate, while the total shifting traffic from the two 
cells results in the heavily loaded BS3. The phenomenon of 
heavily loaded public partner is called the aggravating load 
problem in this paper. The aggravating load problem imposes 
an impact on the public partner. The public partner might reject 
the access requests/handover requests because it cannot provide 
the sufficient data rate to new call users/handover users; the 
public partner might also be unable to provide the required 
quality of service to its users. 

 

 
Fig.1. Aggravating load problem  

To our knowledge, most of the conventional MLB schemes 
ignore the coordination of multiple hot-spot cells’ traffic 
shifting towards one public partner. Therefore, they might 
experience the aggravating load problem. To be more specific, 
in [5] [6], the shifting traffic and the cell-specific handover 
offset are calculated according to the load difference between 
the hot-spot cell and each partner. In [7], based on the load 
estimation, a hot-spot cell avoids shifting a large amount of 
traffic to the partner. This scheme could mitigate the non-
public partner (receives traffic from only one hot-spot cell) 
becoming heavily loaded, while it is not efficient for the 
heavily loaded public partner. This is because the hot-spot cell 
does not know the shifting traffic, which is from other cells to 
the public partner. For example, as shown in Fig.1, each hot-
spot cell’s moderate shifting traffic might also results in the 
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heavily loaded public partner. Recently, the author of [1] 
introduces a mechanism where a lightly loaded cell can only 
receive traffic from only one hot-spot cell at a time. This 
mechanism avoids a lightly loaded cell becoming a public 
partner at the expense of reduced spectrum efficiency. This is 
because other hot-spot cells will lose the traffic shifting 
opportunity even though this lightly loaded cell has sufficient 
idle spectrum to assist other hot-spot cells. 

This paper proposes a cooperative LB scheme with the 
employment of a relative load response model (RLRM) to help 
the public partner to coordinate traffic shifting requests from 
multiple hot-spot cells, in order to deal with the aggravating 
load problem. RLRM analyses both the idle spectrum of the 
public partner and the traffic shifting requirements of each hot-
spot cell, and then the public partner feedbacks the cell-specific 
relative load. Based on the relative load, each hot-spot cell 
calculates its shifting traffic and offloads corresponding users.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 
II introduces the system model and definitions. Section III 
describes the proposed scheme. The simulation analysis and 
conclusions are given in Section IV and V, respectively. 

 

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITIONS  
    Generally, traffic shifting based MLB follows two stages: 
the hot-spot cell triggers LB and selects suitable neighbouring 
cells as partners; then it calculates the required shifting traffic 
and adjusts its cell-specific handover offsets to offload users.  

In our previous work [8], a user-vote assisted partner 
selection algorithm is designed to assist the hot-spot cell to 
efficiently select partners. In this algorithm, each user served 
by the hot-spot cell calculates its vote to each neighbouring cell 
according to its estimated signal to interference noise ratio 
(SINR), and the user-vote reflects this cell’s LB capability 
decided by combining user’s physical location and channel 
condition. Using this algorithm, a hot-spot cell can select a 
small number of partners to efficiently balance its load. 

Following the partner selection stage, this paper studies the 
traffic shifting stage. Fig.2 shows the simplified system model. 

  
Fig.2. Simplified model of hot-spot cells and partners  

    In Fig.2, both the hot-spot BSi and BSj request to shift their 
traffic to the public partner p (PPp). In addition, BSi also 
requests to shift traffic to the non-public partner n (NPn).  

For a more general system model, this paper assumes there 
are I hot-spot BSs, which are BSi and BSj , 
requesting to shift their traffic to the public partner p. In 
addition, this paper also assumes the hot-spot BSi has N non-
public partners indexed with NPn , and P public 
partners indexed with PPp . Table I shows some 
frequently used definitions in this paper.  

Table I  Definitions  

M:  Total number of subcarriers in each cell.   
MUse : The number of subcarriers in use in a cell. 

    L (Actual load): Each BS’s actual load, L is defined as the ratio 
of the number of subcarriers in use MUse to its total subcarriers M.  

  . [9] 
Li: Actual load of BSi.   

    LH: The threshold of heavy load, this paper sets LH=0.7 [10]. 
    Hot-spot BS / heavily loaded BS: The trigger of the hot-spot BS 
is the same as the trigger of the heavily load BS: BSi is hot-spot or 
heavily loaded when  . 
    Partners: A subset of neighbouring cells to share the hot-spot 
BS’s load. A hot-spot BS might have several partners, which can 
be classified into public partners and non-public partners.  

Public partner (PP): A cell receiving the traffic from multiple 
hot-spot cells at the same time.  

PPp : Public partner p . 
Non-public partner (NP): A cell receiving the traffic from only 

one hot-spot BS.  
NPn : Non-public partner n. 

     : The actual load of NPn (non-public partner n). 
     : The actual load of PPp (public partner p). 
    Rp,i : PPp’s relative load corresponding to the hot-spot BSi.  
     : PPp’s relative load after receiving the traffic from the hot-
spot BSi.  
     : NPn’s actual load after receiving traffic from the hot-spot 
BSi.  

: Actual load of hot-spot BSi after traffic shifting.   
: The load variability of BSi traffic shifting model, after 

traffic shifting. 
: The mean load of BSi traffic shifting model, after traffic 

shifting. 
 
 

III. COOPERATIVE LOAD BALANCING 
After hot-spot cells selecting partner cells, the proposed 

cooperative LB scheme includes three steps. Firstly, the public 
partner considers the traffic shifting requirements of multiple 
cells, and replies to each neighbouring hot-spot BS with its 
cell-specific relative load, which is always higher than its 
actual load. Meanwhile, the non-public partner replies to the 
dedicated hot-spot BS with its actual load. Secondly, since a 
hot-spot BS might have several partners, it calculates the 
shifting traffic to the partners based on the relative load of the 
public partners and the actual load of the non-public partners. 
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Finally, the hot-spot BS adjusts the cell-specific handover 
offset (HOoff) to offload users.  

A. Relative Load Response Model  

Public partner employs the relative load response model 
(RLRM) to coordinate traffic shifting requests from multiple 
hot-spot BSs, so avoiding the aggravating load problem. The 
basic idea is to analyse the maximum receiving traffic of the 
public partner (namely, its maximum allowed idle spectrum to 
receive traffic). Then it allocates these idle spectrum resources 
to each hot-spot BS, according to the actual load of each hot-
spot BS. Finally, the public partner calculates its cell-specific 
relative load for each hot-spot BS. The basic idea of RLRM is 
shown in Fig.3. 

 
Fig.3. Diagram of Relative load response model 

1) Public partner’s LB spectrum for receiving different BS’s 
shifting traffic 

From the system model (Section II), the PPp (public partner 
p) receives shifting traffic requests from multiple hot-spot 
BSs. If PPp informs each hot-spot BS with its actual load, it 
will result in the aggravating load problem as shown in Fig.1.  

In order to efficiently use PPp spectrum to receive multiple 
BSs’ traffic, and to avoid PPp becoming heavily loaded, the 
PPp’s receiving traffic  should meet (1a). Then, PPp 
calculates its maximum receiving traffic,  by using (1b): 

LB p
p HPP

M
L L

M        ( )LB p H pPPM L L M
   (1a)

 

  
max ( )LB p H pPPM L L M                (1b) 

where  is the actual load of PPp,  is the threshold of 
heavy load. M is the total number of subcarriers in each cell.   

(1a) and (1b) show that PPp’s subcarriers for serving all 
BSs’ shifting users cannot exceed , otherwise the PPp 
will suffer the aggravating load problem. After calculating the 

, RLRM analyses how to allocate these subcarriers to 
each requesting hot-spot BS.  

 

    From the system model, there are I hot-spot BSs, which 
consist of hot-spot BSi and hot-spot BSj , 
requesting to shift traffic to PPp. Therefore, PPp divides the 

 subcarriers into two parts: the LB subcarriers for 
receiving traffic from BSi as MLB p,i; the LB subcarriers for 
traffic from BSj 

( ) as
1 ,

I
j LB p j
j i

M .  

    RLRM aims at ensuring PPp could allocate more idle 
subcarriers to a higher-loaded hot-spot BS. Therefore, PPp’s 
LB subcarriers for BSi,  is based on the actual load of 
BSi, by using (2). Similarly, PPp’s LB subcarriers for BSj, 

1 ,j
j i

I
LB p jM  is based on the actual load of BSj, by using (3). 

 

max
,

1 1

( )i H pi
LB p i LB p I I

j ji ij j
j i j i

PPL M L LLM M
L L L L    

(2) 

 

1 1
1

( )
,

( )

I I j H p
j j I
j i j i ji j

j i

PP
LB p j

L M L L

L L
M                (3) 

where Li and Lj are the actual load of the hot-spot BSi and the 
hot-spot BSj, respectively.  

    From the analysis above, PPp allocates
1 ,

I
j
j i

LB p jM

subcarriers to receive BSj’s shifting traffic. Therefore, for the 
shifting traffic from hot-spot BSi, PPp cannot use

1 ,
I
j
j i

LB p jM
 
 

subcarriers, similar as PPp’S actual load (Table I introduces 
, and  is used by PPp itself). 

2) Cell-specific relative load  

Because both PPp’s actual load and PPp’s
 

LB 
subcarriers for BSj’s shifting traffic  cannot 
be allocated to BSi. Subsequently, PPp calculates its cell-
specific relative load corresponding to the hot-spot BSi as , 
using (4) (5).  

1, ,( )
I
jp i PP p LB p j
j i

R ML M
                   (4)

 

1,
1

( )

( )

I j H p
jp i PP p I
j i ji j

j i

PPL L L
R

L L
L

                  
(5)  

where M is the total number of subcarriers in each cell,
 1 ,

I
j
j i

LB p jM  is PPp’s
 
LB subcarriers for BSj’s shifting traffic as 

calculated in (3).    

    Finally, PPp informs BSi with  as the response, in this 
way to assist the PPp to coordinate traffic shifting requests of 
multiple hot-spot BSs. Since the relative load  is always 
higher than its actual load , the hot-spot BSi can shift 
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suitable traffic to PPp, in order to avoid PPp becoming heavily 
loaded. 

B. Relative Load based Traffic Shifting  

 
Fig.4. BSi traffic shifting model   

    Fig.4 is the traffic shifting model of BSi, as introduced in 
Section II. This paper assumes BSi has N non-public partners 
indexed with NPn , and P public partners indexed 
with PPp .  
    After receiving BSi’s traffic, we denote PPp’s load as , 
which equals the sum of its relative load Rp,i and BSi’s traffic; 
NPn’s load is denoted as , which equals the sum of its 
actual load and BSi’s traffic. This paper denotes hot-spot 
BSi’s load will reduce to , after shifting traffic to its partners.  

As introduced in Section I, under uneven load distribution, 
load balancing is a popular technique to improve the spectrum 
efficiency via balancing load between cells. In our proposed 
scheme, we try to minimise the load difference among cells 
within BSi traffic shifting model.    

In BSi traffic shifting model, the variability of cells’ load 
reflects the extent of cells’ load difference. After traffic 
shifting, this paper defines the load variability of BSi traffic 
shifting model as . During traffic shifting, this paper 
assumes this model does not add or delete partners (Fig. 4. 
shows the model consists of  cells). Hence, after 
traffic shifting, its load variability  can be expressed as 
(6) [12]: 

   
mod mod mod

mod

2 2 2
,

1 1

[ ] [ ] [ ]

1

el el el

el

N P

i NPn p i
n p

L E L E R E

V
N P

  (6)  

where  is the mean load of BSi traffic shifting model 
after traffic shifting [12]. From the system model of Fig. 4, the 
load reduction of BSi will result in the similar load increase of 
its partners. Therefore,  is considered as constant, and 

 can be calculated using (7). 

, ,
1 1 1 1

mod 1 1

N P N P

i NP n p i i NP n p i
n p n p

el

L L R L L R

N P N P
E   (7) 

where  is the actual load of hot-spot BSi before traffic 
shifting.   is NPn’s actual load before traffic shifting.  

is PPp’s relative load towards BSi before traffic shifting. 

The proposed traffic shifting scheme tries to minimise the 
load difference among cells within the BSi traffic shifting 
model. This objective can be achieved via minimising the load 
variability of BSi’s traffic shifting model, as shown in (8): 
 

,
mod, ,i NPn p i

elL RL
VMIN

                                 (8) 

2 2 2
mod mod mod

,

,
1 1

, ,

[ ] [ ] [ ]

1i NPn

el el el

p i

N P

i NP n p i
n p

L RL

L E L E R E

N P
MIN  

In order to deal with the optimization issue in (8), we 
calculate all First order partial derivatives of , and try 
to get the solution of all First order partial derivatives 
equaling zero. The equation group is as (9).  

mod mod

modmod

modmod ,

,
0

( ) 2 [ ] 0
1( )

2 [ ]( ) 0 {1.... }
1( )

2 [ ]( ) {1.... }
1( )

el el

elel

elel

i

i

NP n

NP n

p i

p i

V L E
N PL

L EV n N
N PL

R EV p P
N PR

     (9) 

    The solution of the above equation group is (10): 

,1 1

,1 1

,1 1
mod

mod

mod,

{ ... }
1

1

1

1

{1... }

N P
i NP n p in p

N P
i NP n p in p

N P
NP n p in p

el

el

el

i
i

NP n

p i

L L R

N P

L L R

N P

L R

N P

n N

p P

L
L E

L E

R E

  (10) 

Finally, (6) shows that  under the solution of 
(10). In addition, according to (6), all other solutions except 
(10) will lead to . Therefore, the solutions of (10) 
could reach the minimum load variability . 

    Therefore, in BSi traffic shifting model, cells’ load 
difference is minimum when  

. 

According to the analysis above, we design the shifting 
traffic calculation equations to assist all cells in BSi traffic 
shifting model could reach the mean load .  
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1) For the hot-spot BSi, the total releasing traffic is defined as 
 , using (11a) (11b): 

  mod( )eli iL E MM                    (11a) 

,1 1

1
( )

N P
i NP n p in p

i i
L L R

N P
L MM       (11b) 

where  is the actual load of hot-spot BSi before traffic 
shifting, as introduced in Table I .  
 
2) In order to increase NPn’s actual load to , BSi-to-NPn 
shifting traffic  is calculated by (12a) (12b): 

              mod( ), eli n NP nE L MM      {1... }n N      (12a) 

,1 1
, ( )

1

N P
i NP n p in p

NPni n
L L R

L M
N P

M        (12b) 

where  is the actual load of NPn before traffic shifting. 

 3) Based on the relative load of PPp, BSi-to-PPp shifting 
traffic  is calculated using (13a) (13b): 

mod( ), ,eli p p iRE MM
        

{1... }p P
        

(13a) 

,1 1
, ,( )

1

N P
i NP n p in p

i p p i
L L R

R M
N P

M         (13b) 

where  is PPp’s relative load corresponding to BSi (before 
traffic shifting), as introduced in Section IIIA. 

 

C. Handover Offset Adjustment 
Based on the above shifting traffic, the hot-spot BSi adjusts 

the cell-specific handover offset (HOoff) with each partner 
individually. We define HOoff(i,e) as the adjusted handover 
offset between BSi and Partner e (Partner e can be public 
partner p or non-public partner n). The flowchart of HOoff 
adjustment is shown in Fig.5. 

    In Fig.5, Userw’s reference signal received power (RSRP) 
from serving BSi and Partner e is RSRPw,i and RSRPw,e, 
respectively. In order to precisely offload users according to 
the required shifting traffic, BSi adjusts HOoff(i,e) until the 
releasing subcarriers of offloading users reach the required 
shifting traffic.  

  

 
Fig.5. HOoff adjustment flowchart 

 

IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

A. Simulator  
    A downlink system-level OFDMA simulator is designed 
according to [2], and Table II shows its key parameters.   

Table II Simulator Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Subcarrier and Total band Subcarrier: 15K Hz   
Total: 5M Hz 

Physical Resource Blocks 
(PRB) 

Total 25  
(12 subcarriers per PRB) 

Frequency 2G Hz 

Inter-site distance 500m 

Number of hot-spot cells  13 

Number of public partners 8 

Log-normal shadow fading  Standard Deviation: 8dB 

Downlink Path-loss model  37.6 lg (r) + 128.1, r-km   

Antenna pattern
 

2
3

3

( ) min{12 ( ) , }

70 , 20
dB m

dB m

A A

A dB
 

Antenna gain 14dBi 
Total BS transmission power 43 dBm 

User mobility Speed: 5m/s; Direction: Random   

Scheduler Max C/I 

HOoff adjustment step size  1dB  (Introduced in Section III C ) 
       

    Fig.6 shows that the simulator generates 13 hot-spot cells. 
Using our proposed partner selection scheme [8], each hot-
spot cell selects the two best neighbouring cells as partners, 
and the networks have 8 public partners. Table III shows the 
public partners and their assisting hot-spot cells. 
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Fig.6. Users uneven distribution (unit: meter) 

Table III  Public partners and their assisting hot-spot cell 

Public 
partner 

Assisting Hotspot cell  Public 
partner 

Assisting Hotspot cell 

Cell18 Cell4,   Cell5,  Cell8 Cell28    Cell32, Cell33,Cell45 

Cell14 Cell25,  Cell27 Cell40 Cell44, Cell45 

Cell22 Cell26,  Cell27 Cell48 Cell31, Cell32,Cell43 

Cell42 Cell25,  Cell26 Cell57 Cell43, Cell44 

 

B. Simulation Results 
    Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the performance of the proposed 
‘cooperative LB’ scheme in solving the aggravating load 
problem, with respect to the ‘actual load based LB’ scheme 
(conventional schemes always feedback partner’s actual load 
[3]-[6]) under the same partner selection. 

    Call blocking probability is a widely used LB performance 
indicator [5]-[8]. According to Erlang B model [11], a heavily 
loaded public partner will result in its high call blocking 
probability. Fig.7 shows all public partners’ average call 
blocking probability after traffic shifting. In Fig.7, the call 
blocking probability increases with more users, while the 
proposed scheme avoids public partners becoming heavily 
loaded, so they have sufficient subcarriers to serve the new 
call users. As a result, the average call blocking probability is 
much lower than the ‘actual load based LB’ scheme.  
    Fig.8 compares the LB handover failure rate in public 
partners. LB handover failure happens when the partner cell 
cannot provide the shifting user with the required data rate. 
Therefore, a heavily loaded partner is likely to result in the LB 
handover failure, which will increase the signaling load and 
the number of unsatisfied users. In Fig.8, the proposed scheme 
has significantly lower handover failure rate than the ‘actual 
load based LB’ scheme. It is because RLRM (relative load 
response model) coordinates shifting traffic from multiple 
cells, and it also mitigates the heavily loaded public partner. 

Fig.7 and Fig.8 verify that the proposed scheme can deal with 
the aggravating load problem. 

 
Fig.7. Average call blocking probability of public partners comparison 

 
Fig.8. LB handover failure rate comparison 

Fig.9 evaluates the ‘cooperative LB’ scheme in efficiently 
using the public partner’s idle spectrum to balance multiple 
hot-spot cells load. The ‘MLB without public partner’ scheme 
is simulated under the same condition for comparison, in which 
a lightly loaded cell can share only one hot-spot BS’s load at a 
time [1], even though this cell has large idle subcarriers to 
serve other hot-spot cells’ shifting users, as discussed in 
Section I.  

Fig.9 shows that the ‘cooperative LB’ scheme can shift 
more users from the hot-spot cells to their partners, as 
compared to the ‘MLB without public partner’ scheme. This is 
because the proposed RLRM and relative load based traffic 
shifting can efficiently use the public partner’s idle spectrum 
without inducing heavy load, and then it allocates the idle 
spectrum to each hot-spot cell. But the ‘MLB without public 
partner’ scheme sacrifices spectrum efficiency to avoid a 
lightly loaded cell becoming a public partner.  
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Fig.9. Total number of LB handover comparison 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
The proposed cooperative LB scheme employs the relative 

load response model to assist the public partner to coordinate 
traffic shifting requests from multiple hot-spot BSs. This model 
efficiently balances these hot-spot BSs’ load and mitigates the 
aggravating load problem for public partners. Meanwhile, 
based on the relative load of partners, the proposed traffic 
shifting mechanism also reaches the minimum load difference 
among cells.     
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